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After visiting multiple transit stations with the class, we visited the recently completed Rondo
Commemorative Plaza. As we arrived, the rain relented and we exited the van to discuss the project. A
core topic of the class discussion was the privatization of public space. As I discussed the Plaza with
the class, I had an epiphany: Community based nonprofits through their mission can facilitate the
use of public and private land to create significant public spaces. The Plaza is a completely owned
and developed space by a nonprofit organization, Rondo Avenue, Inc. Rondo Commemorative Plaza is
explicitly a Community Owned Public Space! Nonprofit owned or developed public spaces provide an
excellent opportunity for underserved communities to facilitate the types of public spaces they believe
are of maximum value to the community.
As an architectural practice 4RM+ULA works with many nonprofit organizations that have missions
heavily focused on providing value to diverse communities. Their visions and missions of creating
public places and spaces that are completely community owned and operated align with ours. As
practitioners, it allows us to think about public space in much more expansive terms, creating multiple
opportunities for us to work with these organizations to create public spaces that further their missions.
Two projects that 4RM+ULA recently completed with Landscape Architect TEN x TEN, embody this
concept of Community Owned Public Space: Rondo Commemorative Plaza and Freedom Square. Both
projects are within communities that have been historically marginalized and underserved. Within
each community there was a strong desire for relevant public places. The two nonprofits stepped in and
filled that need through intensive community engagement and leadership to advance two pocket parks.
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uring the fall of 2018, Daniel Trudeau invited me to visit his geography class at Macalester
College, specifically to discuss public spaces that 4RM+ULA had designed in St. Paul.
Subsequent to my visit, the class published “A Field Guide to Public Spaces” https://
stpfieldguide.wordpress.com/. The first site for that day’s class was the Green Line Victoria
Street Station (University Avenue and Victoria Street), and I met Daniel and the students there. It also
happened during a torrential downpour, I was thoroughly soaked as I ran from my car to the Macalester
van. I sat in the front seat and began discussing the transit station with the students along with the
process that went into engaging the public in the design.
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RONDO COMMEMORATIVE PLAZA

4RM+ULA began working with Rondo Avenue, Inc in the spring
of 2014. Rondo Ave, Inc had recently acquired the property at 820
Concordia Avenue (Old Rondo Avenue). Marvin Anderson (Founder
of Rondo Ave Inc) the project manager was very interested in
developing a project that commemorated the community and
reflected on the destruction that Interstate 94 caused when it cut
through the middle of the historically African-American community
in St. Paul, MN. TEN x TEN, Seitu Jones and Roger Cummings joined
the team in 2016 after the project had received initial funding. The
design team looked closely at the history of the community and
participated in multiple community engagement activities.
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Completed in August 2018, The Rondo Commemorative Plaza
embodies the resilience of this small urban community. Like many
of the properties lost to the construction of Interstate 94, this
pocket park is the size of a of typical St. Paul residential lot (5,662
sf). The plaza design was conceived as an outdoor community room
with a series of curated spaces for people to gather, reflect, play,
perform and learn. The plaza has a theatrical character that allows
the community to be performers, participants and onlookers. The
design team expanded the size and reach of the site by bringing the
public right of way into the overall concept. The program is manifest
through a series of interpretive spaces. Each space is interconnected
to tell the story of Rondo past, present and future.

The community embraced the plaza during construction and had
multiple programmed events in the third and fourth quarter of 2018.
Planning for programming in 2019 is underway, with anticipated
formal programming happening three times a week from June
through October. Programming will include musical performances
and rehearsals, youth activities, games and physical fairs, science
and technology activities, cooking classes and artist openings.
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RONDO COMMEMORATIVE PLAZA

Completed in 2016, Freedom Square is a public plaza, created
by the West Broadway Business + Area Coalition (WBC) to host
community events and artist-led programming. The project is
composed of two parcels, one vacant lot owned by Minneapolis
Department of Planning and Economic Development, and one
adjacent privately-owned parking lot. Freedom Square has leases
to use each property. The site, once perceived as problematic,
is now the cultural nucleus of this North Minneapolis
neighborhood. Freedom Square was conceived as part of a multiphased, multi-faceted revitalization effort to activate commerce,
improve the overall aesthetic, and culture in the West Broadway
corridor. Although small, the impact of Freedom Square has been
lasting and significant.

Nathan is a registered Architect in the state of Minnesota. He leverages
his exceptional thinking to devise design solutions that are empathetic
to community needs, creatively applied to the built form, and technically
executed with precision. An elite Level architect, Nathan’s professional
knowledge offers fresh perspective with unparalleled thoughtfulness. Nathan
teaches Architectural Technology at Minneapolis Community and Technical
College, is the Past President of AIA Minnesota, Board Director for Redeemer
Center for Life, Board Director for Forecast Public Art, and is a LEED Accredited
Professional.
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The complexity in developing each one of these projects was a
large endeavor for each nonprofit. They recognized a need within
their communities and created public spaces that are relevant
and transformational for the neighborhoods and ultimately, the
cities where they reside, St. Paul and Minneapolis.
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TEN x TEN led a collaborative team that included 4RM+ULA
and Juxtaposition Arts. West Broadway Business + Area
Coalition (WBC) received an ArtPlace grant that allowed them
to activate multiple sites along West Broadway. Conceived as a
demonstration project for a one-year temporary pocket park, the
site has been so popular, it is still in place two and half years later
with no indication that it is going anywhere.

Freedom square has received acclaim from the community
and earned a 2017 ASLA MN Merit Award. It hosts multiple
community events including frequent pop-up events, the West
Broadway Farmers Market and Freedom Fridays that hosts local
entertainment acts throughout the summer.
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